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Abstract
Illumination of colloid sphere monolayers by circularly polarized beams enables the fabrication of concave patterns
composed of circular nanohole miniarrays that can be transferred into convex metal nano-object patterns via a lift-off
procedure. Unique spectral and near-field properties are achievable by controlling the geometry of the central nanoring and
quadrumer of slightly rotated satellite nanocrescents and by selecting those azimuthal orientations that promote localized
plasmon resonances. The spectral and near-field effects of hexagonal patterns composed of uniform gold nanorings and
nanocrescents, which can be prepared by transferring masks fabricated by a perpendicularly and obliquely incident single
homogeneous circularly polarized beam, were studied to uncover the supported localized plasmonic modes. Artificial
rectangular patterns composed of a singlet nanoring and singlet nanocrescent as well as quadrumer of four nanocrescents
were investigated to analyze the effect of nano-object interactions and lattice type. It was proven that all nanophotonical
phenomena are governed by the azimuthal orientation independent localized resonance on the nanorings and by the C2, C1,
and U resonances on the nanocrescents in case of Ē-field direction perpendicular and parallel to their symmetry axes. The
interaction between localized surface plasmon resonances on individual nano-objects is weak, whereas scattered photonic
modes have a perturbative role at the Rayleigh anomaly only on the larger periodic rectangular pattern of miniarrays.
Considerable fluorescence enhancement of dipolar emitters is achievable at spectral locations promoting the C and U
resonances on the constituent nano-object.
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Introduction

Investigation of individual and periodic plasmonic struc-
tures initialized the inspection of complex patterns com-
posed of metal nano-objects, which have interesting syner-
getic near-field and spectral properties. The building blocks
of these structures are usually uniform nano-objects, and the
array optical properties can be tuned by varying the geo-
metrical parameters of the constituent nano-objects and the
periodicity of their pattern [1–4].

The optical properties of individual convex scatterers
depend on their size and shape and are influenced by
the dielectric environment as well [5, 6]. The extinction
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spectrum of small spherical particles is dominated by a
dipolar resonance, while on larger particles, multipolar
modes develop as well [7]. Plasmon hybridization on
spherical nanoparticles with finite metal walls, like rings
and shells, makes it possible to attain a larger number
of multipolar modes that are tunable by varying the
geometrical parameters [8]. The symmetric (antisymmetric)
modes result in peaks, which are red- (blue-) shifted by
decreasing the wall thickness to core ratio [9, 10].

On dimers (trimers) of core shells, electric (magnetic)
dipoles develop, while on heptamer miniarrays, Fano-
like peaks appear due to the coexistent bright and dark
modes originating from parallel and anti-parallel dipoles
[11]. Asymmetric plasmonic trimer structures exhibit a
broadband polarization–independent far-field scattering and
enhanced near-field simultaneously [12]. The Fano peaks
can be precisely tuned on quadrumers and on asymmetric
heptamers by the azimuthal orientation, as well as on
hetero-octamers by the geometrical parameters [13, 14].
Oligomers built up from a nanocross and a nanorod acts as
an ultracompact directional antenna at the Fano resonance,
whereas hetero-heptamers consisted of a central nanocross
and six satellite rod-pairs result in multiple Fano-lines [15].

It was shown that hexagonal and square patterns composed
of hemi-ellipsoids are capable of resulting in band gaps, which
can be optimized by tuning the geometrical parameters [16].
On hexagonal and rectangular arrays of cylinders and prisms,
dipolar coupling results in a distance-dependent spectral
shift [17]. The dispersion characteristics of hexagonal patterns
composed of convex nanoparticles are governed mainly by
LSPR, in contrast to nanoholes in metal films, where the
diffractive coupling on the pattern results in characteristic
propagating plasmon-related bands [18]. The diffractive
coupling can result in sharp peaks on the extinction of con-
vex patterns, when the lattice period is tuned to the LSPR of
individual nanoparticles, which phenomenon is the surface
lattice resonance (SLR) [1–3, 19, 20]. The interaction of
localized plasmon resonance and diffraction orders results
in narrow peaks on the normalized near-field as well
[21]. Moreover, adding randomness to rectangular arrays
of nanoparticles makes it possible to realize fine spectral
engineering and to achieve further enhanced Ē-field [22].

For randomly arranged C-shaped gold nanocrescents pre-
pared by shadow sphere lithography (SSL), the polarization,
opening angle, thickness, and diameter dependence of the
resonances was demonstrated [23]. The C and U resonances
excited by light polarized perpendicular and parallel to the
symmetry axes were identified as antenna-like resonances.
The polarization dependence of multipoles, accompanying
Ē-field confinement and corresponding resonance spec-
tra, was demonstrated on individual C-shaped split-ring
resonators (SRRs) as well [24].

For hexagonal arrays of C-shaped resonators created
by colloid sphere lithography (CSL), the strong effect of
the opening angle as well as of the polarization on the
parity and strength of excitable plasmonic modes were
demonstrated [25]. On rectangular arrays of gold SRRs,
modes of different orders were demonstrated based on the
Ē-field component along the propagation direction [26].
Caused by the finite scaling regime of magnetic resonances
of gold, application of Al was suggested [27, 28].

Complex plasmonic materials consisted of varieties of
SRRs can act as metamaterials as well. Single-ring multi-cut
building blocks in rectangular arrays with unit cells in the
order of 100 nm are capable of shifting the operation regions
into the visible regime [29]. Cavity resonances excitable
on SRR arrays can possess high-quality factors [30]. In
case of rectangular patterns of U-shaped SRR doublets, the
asymmetry of coupled elements makes it possible to excite
dark modes resulting in narrow lines, which is advantageous
in sensing [31]. Mirror symmetry broken metamaterials
show Fano resonances of controllable width that can be
tuned by the temperature [32].

Arrays of various plasmonic objects have been exten-
sively applied in biosensing. Hexagonal patterns composed
of nano-tetrahedra and spheroids prepared by colloid sphere
lithography have shown biosensing capabilities [6]. Short-
range ordered disks and oblate spheroids prepared by CSL
exhibit a sensitivity that depends on the individual object
geometry [33]. Three-dimensional nanocrescents are capa-
ble of promoting SERS [34]. Via plasmonic nano-disk-
arrays, six orders of magnitude fluorescence enhancement
were observed on pre-designed chips [35]. Two orders of
magnitude spontaneous emission enhancement have been
achieved in case of dipolar emitters oriented perpendicular
to the torus axes that are arranged on gratings [36]. This
example indicates that complex patterns composed of pre-
designed rings can result in considerable enhancement. The
highest fluorescence efficiency can be achieved by posi-
tioning tapered antennas like spheres, disks, and tori above
thin metals films [37]. These results predict that a combina-
tion of thin films and spherical antennas is advantageous in
sensing of dipolar emitters.

To fabricate complex patterns, various methodologies
have already been developed. Via shadow sphere lithog-
raphy randomly distributed nanocrescents can be fabri-
cated by evaporating metal layers onto surfaces consisted
of randomly distributed colloids [23, 24, 34]. Individual
colloid spheres or monolayers of them can be used as
masks as well. A special methodology has been developed
to fabricate randomly distributed nanorings on surfaces,
which exhibit spectral peaks in regimes not accessible
via disks, moreover support special magnetic states, when
made of ferromagnetic materials [9, 38]. Consecutive
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deposition of silica and gold layers from different polar
and azimuthal orientations during shadow sphere lithog-
raphy allows creating asymmetrical chiral nanocrescents,
which are randomly arranged [39]. CSL makes it pos-
sible to generate various nano-objects (rings, crescents,
cups, rods, and wires); however, all ordered patterns inherit
the hexagonal symmetry of the closely packed mono-
layers [25, 40, 41]. Complex structures with hexagonal
symmetry including various building blocks and multi-
ple materials can be fabricated via sequential deposition
from multiple angles in CSL [42]. Edge spreading lithography
is capable of creating double rings made of gold with a thick-
ness on the order of 10 nm [43, 44]. On-edge colloid sphere
lithography makes it possible to generate a hexagonal pat-
tern of asymmetrical chiral nanocrescents, by depositing
silica and gold from different directions [45].

Special multistep methodologies have been developed
to break the hexagonal symmetry and to overcome the
monodispersity achievable via colloid sphere monolayers.
To fabricate hierarchical structures, CSL was combined
with RIE and annealing as well as tilted evaporation, photo-
masks projection, metal sputtering, and ion milling; the
latter is capable of resulting in nanorings [46]. However,
in the case of photomask projections, the periodicity of
the mask was significantly larger than the colloid sphere
diameter in the illuminated monolayer.

Deposition of gold nanoparticles was realized onto peri-
odic patterns created by two-beam interference on colloidal
crystals, where photo-switching in the medium promotes
chemical attachment [47]. The period of the interference
pattern was one and two orders of magnitude larger than the
diameter of spheres forming the monolayer. Binary colloid
monolayers were created with a characteristic size-scale ratio
in the order of 0.19–0.4; however, the hexagonal symmetry
was inherited also in this case [48]. To generate rectangular
patterns of nanocrescents and nanorings, only e-beam litho-
graphy has been extensively applied previously [26–32].

In this paper, we present complex structures, which are
composed of convex miniarrays of a central nanoring and
satellite nanocrescents, arrayed in a rectangular pattern.
These structures can be fabricated by combining colloid
sphere and interference lithography, in a two-steps proce-
dure [49–52]. In our former paper, it was described that
the circular nano-objects originate from circularly polar-
ized light, whereas the pattern periodicity is determined by
the interference pattern periodicity [51]. The circular nano-
objects originate from the circular lobes in the near-field of
metal nanoparticles illuminated by circularly polarized light
that were transferred into permanent topology modification
of photosensitive azobenzene-dye polymers [53]. Moreover,
asymmetrical nanocrescents can be also fabricated without
the need for sophisticated lithography [39, 45, 51, 54]. The
interferometric illumination of colloid sphere monolayers

(IICSM) enables the direct structuring of positive resists,
whereas the masks can be transferred into convex patterns
by a lift-off procedure. The spectral and near-field prop-
erties of complex concave patterns composed of rounded
nanohole miniarrays are described in Part II of this paper
[55]. In order to uncover the localized modes supported
by the building blocks, the spectral and near-field effects
of hexagonal patterns composed of uniform nanorings and
nanocrescents that can be fabricated by colloid sphere
lithography followed by a lift-off procedure were also stud-
ied. To analyze the effect of nano-object interactions and the
lattice type in the collective resonance, artificial rectangu-
lar patterns of a singlet nanoring and singlet nanocrescent as
well as quadrumer of four nanocrescents were investigated.
A comparative study on the spectral and near-field effects
of concave and convex patterns, which are achievable via
IICSM directly and via a consecutive lift-off procedure, is
provided as well in our previous work and in an upcoming
paper [52, 56].

Method

Numerical Modeling and Characterization
of Patterns composed of Convex Spherical
Nano-objects

The finite element method (FEM) implemented into the radio
frequency module of COMSOL Multiphysics software
package (COMSOL AB, Sweden) was used to determine
the geometrical parameters of convex patterns achievable
with IICSM. The Ē-field distribution was examined under
the Au colloid sphere monolayer on the upper surface
of the gold-resist bilayer coated target. In these studies,
all materials were modeled by taking into account the
wavelength-dependent optical properties [57, 58].

The schematic drawing in Fig. 1a shows the gold-resist
bilayer coated target applied for illumination by circularly
polarized light, in which the treatment is followed by a lift-
off procedure to convert the concave resist hole-pattern into
an analogue convex metal pattern. Figure 1b and c show
the main characteristic geometrical parameters variable
via IICSM methodology, when it is realized by circularly
polarized beams. In the closely packed in between arrays
illumination configuration the pn pattern periodicity is
determined by the θn angle of incidence and λ wavelength,
and it can be tuned in half colloid sphere diameter (n∗d/2)

steps. The t inter-object distance is determined by the α and
β orientation of the incidence plane and of the interference
pattern. The d0 and a nano-object size parameters not only
are dependent on the wavelength and power density, colloid
sphere d diameter, and material, but so can be influenced by
the lift-off procedure as well (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1 a Schematic drawing of a gold-resist bilayer coated target that
can be structured in IICSM methodology followed by a lift-off pro-
cedure: 3D scheme of pn pattern period variation by θn polar angle
tuning. b Orientation of incidence plane (α) and interference pat-
tern (β) to tune gold colloid sphere d diameter-scaled t distance of

nano-objects. c Characteristic size parameters of the resist pattern and
of the transferred gold pattern, the generated features are qualified by
the size parameters of d0 diameter and a thickness of nanoring and
nanocrescent, ε gap angle and ω orientation of nanocrescent.

Spectral and Near-field Study of Different Patterns

Similarly, FEM (COMSOL) was used to demonstrate the
spectral engineering capabilities of convex patterns that
can be fabricated by applying circularly polarized light in
IICSM. Complete spectral study of these complex patterns
was realized, namely the optical responses of patterns com-
posed of convex gold nano-objects with 45 nm height were
determined (Fig. 2). IICSM can be simplified to generate
hexagonal patterns similar to those presented in the previ-
ous literature [25, 40–42, 45, 46]. The inspected realistic
hexagonal patterns are as follows: hexagonal pattern of (i)
nanorings (Fig. 3a, b and d), (ii) horizontal nanocrescents

(Fig. 3a, c, e), vertical nanocrescents that are presented in
a Supplementary Material). The studied artificial rectan-
gular patterns are as follows: 300 nm rectangular pattern
of (iii) a singlet nanoring (Fig. 4), (iv) a singlet hori-
zontal nanocrescent (Fig. 5), (v) a quadrumer of slightly
rotated nanocrescents (Fig. 6). Finally, two different com-
plex rectangular patterns that can be fabricated by utilizing
the capabilities of IICSM were analyzed: a (vi) 300-nm
(Fig. 7) and a (vii) 600-nm periodic (Fig. 8) rectangu-
lar pattern of the same miniarray composed of a central
nanoring and a quadrumer of slightly rotated nanocrescents.

To analyze the spectral and near-field properties, the con-
vex patterns were re-illuminated by p-polarized light by

Fig. 2 Normalized Ē-field on
the upper surface of the
gold-resist bilayer coated target
to be structured under Au
colloid sphere monolayers
illuminated by a single
circularly polarized λ=400 nm
beam incident a perpendicularly
and b obliquely, and c, d by
applying IICSM configuration.
The insets show the unit cells of
the resulted convex patterns
transferred into the gold layer:
hexagonal pattern of a nanorings
and b nanocrescents, rectangular
pattern of ring-crescent
miniarrays with c p6= 300 nm
(n = 6) and d p12 = 600 nm
(n = 12) periodicity, by using a
two-beam interference pattern
that is rotated by 30◦ with
respect to the (100) colloid
sphere monolayer lattice
direction in IICSM realization in
both cases
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varying the γ azimuthal angle, which qualifies the inci-
dence plane orientation with respect to the y axes. In this
spectral study, p-polarized light illuminated the convex gold
nano-objects in a symmetric environment, supposing that
the nanorings and nanocrescents are surrounded by and
the nanorings’ inner holes are filled with NBK7 glass-
like medium (Schott). The wavelength-dependent optical
properties of this type of glass are similar to those of
typical photoresists, so the same medium was used to
ensure a completely symmetric environment. The hexago-
nal pattern of convex nanorings and nanocrescents has been
inspected in 0◦ and 90◦ azimuthal orientations in order to
uncover the characteristic LSPRs supported by the nano-
objects. These γ azimuthal angles ensure Ē-field oscillation
direction along (0◦(90◦)) and perpendicularly (90◦(0◦)) to
the horizontal (vertical) nanocrescent symmetry axes, that
orientations promote U and C type LSPR on crescent-
shaped convex nano-objects in accordance with the litera-
ture, respectively [23, 45]. Both the 0◦/16◦ and 90◦/106◦
azimuthal orientations of the rectangular patterns have been
inspected, since these promote LSPR as well as surface lat-
tice resonance effects in case of singlet horizontal nanocres-
cents/LSPR in cases of the quadrumer and either miniarrays.
The spectra were computed throughout the 400–1000-nm
interval with a 10-nm resolution, at ϕ = 0◦ polar angle
corresponding to a perpendicular incidence (Fig. 3-8/a).

FEM (COMSOL) was used to inspect the dispersion
characteristics of all convex patterns by selecting fractions
on the high symmetry path throughout their irreducible
Brillouin zone according to those azimuthal orientations
that promote uncovering of the LSPR on constituent circular
nano-objects and mapping of the photonic modes scattering
as well. Accordingly, the dispersion characteristics have
been analyzed in 0◦ and 90◦ azimuthal orientations. In case
of dispersion diagram computations, the spectral range was
extended similarly through 1000 nm applying the same
10-nm wavelength resolution as in case of perpendicular
incidence, whereas the ϕ incidence angle was also modified
from 0◦ to 85◦ with 5◦ steps (Fig. 3d, e and Fig. 4–
8/c). Wherever needed to uncover all underlying modes
on the dispersion graphs, higher resolution complementary
calculations were realized with smaller steps.

According to the literature, in case of plasmonic
patterns the absorptance spectra are the most informative
to find resonances; therefore, the absorptance spectra
and the dispersion characteristics computed in p-polarized
absorptance are analyzed throughout this paper [15, 59].

During inspection of the near-field phenomena, first, the
characteristic charge distribution corresponding to C and U
resonance has been determined based on previous results
in the literature, then the accompanying EM-field has been
inspected on the time-averaged Ez distribution [26]. The

latter promoted to determine the complementary EM-field
and charge distributions on concave patterns (Fig. 3b, c and
Fig. 4–8/b) [52, 55, 56].

Localized plasmon resonances on the nanorings and
nanocrescents are distinguished by using “r” and “c” in the
abbreviations.

FEM (COMSOL) was used to inspect the application
possibilities of the artificial constituent patterns, namely the
rectangular patterns of a singlet nanoring and a quadrumer
of nanocrescents, as well as of the rectangular pattern of
their miniarray to enhance the fluorescence (Fig. 9).

Results and Discussion

Patterns Achievable in Different Illumination
Configurations

Via illumination of a monolayer composed of 100-nm Au
colloid spheres by a homogeneous perpendicularly and
obliquely (θ6 = 41.8◦) incident circularly polarized λ= 400-
nm beam, hexagonal array of uniform nanorings (Fig. 2a)
and nanocrescents (Fig. 2b) can be fabricated, respectively.
Via IICSM methodology rectangular patterns composed of
analogue miniarrays consisted of a central nanoring and
satellite nanocrescents with p6 = 300 nm and p12 = 600 nm
periodicity can be generated by two interfering circularly
polarized beams incident at θ6 = 41.8◦ and θ12 = 19.5◦
angles, corresponding to n = 6 and n = 12 cases (Fig. 2c, d)
[49–51].

In our present study, the size parameters of the inspected
ring- and crescent-shaped nano-objects, the ε opening angle,
and the ω orientation of the nanocrescents, as well as the pat-
tern periods, are equal to those of the complementary concave
patterns described in our corresponding papers, in order to
ensure comparability [55, 56]. Namely, uniform nanorings
with 10-nm and 46-nm (50-nm) inner and outer diameters
were inserted into the hexagonal pattern (artificial rect-
angular pattern of singlet nanorings and both rectangular
patterns of analogue miniarrays). The nanocrescents were
approximated as the intersections of two cylindrical objects
with 25-nm and 20-nm diameter, located at 12.5-nm center
distance.

Spectral and Near-field Effects of Different Patterns

Hexagonal Pattern of Convex Nanorings

In the case of a hexagonal pattern composed of nanorings,
no orientation dependence is expected based on the spherical
symmetry of nanorings and on the symmetry properties
of hexagonal lattices. As a result, the optical response is
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azimuthal orientation independent; accordingly, the absorp-
tance spectra completely overlap in the two inspected mutu-
ally perpendicular azimuthal orientations, namely at 0◦ and
90◦ azimuthal angles.

On the absorptance of the hexagonal pattern composed
of convex nanorings, only a shoulder appears in the interval
of particle plasmon resonance (r-PPR, 530 nm) in either of
these inspected azimuthal orientations (Fig. 3a). Not only
parallel, but also reversed dipoles develop on the inner and
outer rim in a noticeable fraction within one cycle of the
time-dependent charge distribution, which correlates with
the allowed different charge separations that accompany
the PPR phenomenon on tiny gold nano-objects. The Ez

field component is relatively weaker on the outer rim of
nanorings in the spectral interval corresponding to r-PPR.
After the shoulder, a global maximum appears at 590 nm
both in 90◦ and 0◦ azimuthal orientations, where exclusively

parallel dipoles develop on the inner and outer rim of the
ring along the Ē-field direction. These are nominated as
r-C and r-U resonance in order to ensure comparability
with the resonances on nanocrescents. The Ez distribution
indicates more commensurate lobes on the inner and outer
rims parallel to the Ē-field direction, both in 0◦ and 90◦
azimuthal orientations (Fig. 3b).

Hexagonal Pattern of Horizontal Convex Nanocrescents

Hexagonal Pattern of Horizontal Convex Nanocrescents in C
Orientation

On the absorptance of the hexagonal pattern composed
of horizontal convex nanocrescents, a local maximum (550
nm), a shoulder (590 nm), and a global maximum (650
nm) appears in 90◦ azimuthal orientation, where the Ē-
field direction is perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the

Fig. 3 Hexagonal patterns composed of convex nanorings and hori-
zontal nanocrescents: a absorptance spectra, Ez field component and
charge distribution in (top) 90◦ and (bottom) 0◦ azimuthal orienta-
tion of b nanorings and c nanocrescents, dispersion characteristics

computed in (left) 90◦ and (right) 0◦ azimuthal orientation of d nanor-
ings and e nanocrescents. Insets: schematic drawings of the unit cells
and C and U illumination configurations
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nanocrescents; therefore, it is nominated as C orientation
in accordance with the literature [23, 45] (Fig. 3a). The
charge distribution is quadrupolar at the local maximum
originating from the spectrally overlapping and interacting
c-PPR and c-C2 resonance. Accordingly, there are four
lobes on the Ez distribution. At the shoulder, a hexapolar
charge distribution is observable, which is accompanied
by stronger charge accumulation at the tips. As a result,
four weak and two intense lobes are distinguishable with
intensity maxima on the nanocrescent tips on the Ez

distribution. At the global maximum, dipoles arise along
the Ē-field direction, which unambiguously reveals the c-
C1 resonance. Exclusively, the two tips of the nanocrescents
are overlap with intense areas on the Ez distribution at
this maximum (Fig. 3c, top). Both the charge and the Ez

distribution indicate that the shoulder originates from the
interaction of the quadrupolar and dipolar modes excitable
at the neighboring extrema. Namely, the four weaker and
two stronger lobes inherited from c-C2 and c-C1 resonance
create two separated composite lobes with their centers at
the nanocrescent tips. The small local maximum after the
global maximum originates from a resonance that can be
excited azimuthal orientation dependently on the tips of
the nanocrescents. Both the strength and the exact location
of these extrema strongly depend on the mesh density;
therefore, a mesh quality ensuring separation from the
well-defined LSPRs has been selected. Further details are
described in the Supplementary Material.

Hexagonal Pattern of Horizontal Convex Nanocrescents in U
Orientation

In comparison, on the absorptance of the hexagonal
pattern composed of horizontal convex nanocrescents, a
local maximum (530 nm) is followed by the global
maximum (600 nm) in 0◦ azimuthal orientation, where
the Ē-field direction is along the symmetry axis of the
nanocrescents; therefore, it is nominated as U orientation
in accordance with the literature [23, 45] (Fig. 3a). Dipolar
charge distribution is observable already at the local
maximum corresponding to the particle plasmon resonance
(c-PPR). Accordingly, there are two lobes on the Ez

distribution. At the global maximum dipoles arise along
the Ē-field direction with stronger charge accumulation on
the tips, which unambiguously reveals the c-U resonance
(Fig. 3c, bottom).

The charge distribution is rearranged with respect to
the c-PPR in such a way that the two tips and the long
arch of the nanocrescents are the overlap with the most
intense areas on the Ez distribution at the global maximum.
One has to emphasize that at both maxima the charge
distribution is monopolar (dipolar) in 60% (40%) fraction of
one cycle of the time-dependent charge distribution (Fig. 3c,
bottom).

Fig. 4 Rectangular p=300 nm periodic pattern composed of singlet
convex nanorings: a absorptance spectra, b Ez field component and
charge (ChD) distribution in (top) 90◦ and (bottom) 0◦ azimuthal
orientation (note that ESM is available in (top) 106◦ and (bottom) 16◦
azimuthal orientation; c dispersion characteristics computed in (left)
90◦ and (right) 0◦ azimuthal orientation. Inset: schematic drawing of
the unit cell

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Singlet Convex
Nanoring

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Singlet Convex
Nanoring in C Orientation of Nanocrescents

When a singlet convex nanoring of similar geometry
as those inspected in the hexagonal pattern is arranged
into a 300-nm rectangular pattern, on the absorptance
no extremum/a tiny shoulder (−/530 nm) and a global
maximum (600 nm/600 nm) appears in 90◦/106◦ azimuthal
orientation, which is the C orientation of horizontal
singlet/slightly rotated quadrumer nanocrescents (Fig. 4a).
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The charge distribution is dipolar at the tiny shoulder
corresponding to the particle plasmon resonance (r-PPR, not
shown). At the global maximum, parallel dipoles develop
on the inner and outer rim and the Ez lobes are aligned
along the Ē-field direction. This peak originates from the r-
C resonance on the convex nanoring, which is expected to
be insensitive to the Ē-field direction based on the spherical
symmetry of the convex singlet nanoring (Fig. 4b, top).

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Singlet Convex
Nanoring in U Orientation of Nanocrescents

In comparison, on the absorptance of the 300-nm periodic
rectangular pattern composed of singlet convex nanorings, no
extremum/a tiny shoulder (−/530 nm) and a global maximum
(610 nm/610 nm) appear in 0◦/16◦ azimuthal orientation,
which is the U orientation of horizontal singlet/slightly
rotated quadrumer nanocrescents (Fig. 4a). The charge
distribution is dipolar at the tiny shoulder corresponding to
the particle plasmon resonance (r-PPR, not shown). At the
global maximum, parallel dipoles arise on the inner and
outer rim and the Ez field component enhancement maxima
are aligned along the Ē-field direction, which reveal the r-U
resonance on the convex singlet nanoring (Fig. 4b, bottom).

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Horizontal
Singlet Convex Nanocrescent

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Horizontal Singlet
Convex Nanocrescent in C Orientation

When a horizontal singlet convex nanocrescent of
the same shape as that inspected in hexagonal pattern
is arranged into a 300-nm rectangular pattern, on the
absorptance a local maximum/modulation (550 nm/550 nm)
is followed by a shoulder/local maximum (620 nm/630 nm)
and a global maximum (660 nm/670 nm) appears in C
orientation (90◦)/close to it (106◦) (Fig. 5a).

The charge distribution is quadrupolar at the local
maximum appearing slightly above the particle plasmon
resonance, which is the c-C2 resonance on the horizontal
singlet convex nanocrescent in 90◦ azimuthal orientation.
Accordingly, there are four lobes on the Ez field distribu-
tion. At the shoulder/local maximum, the charge distribution
is still hexapolar/quadrupolar in 90◦/106◦ azimuthal ori-
entation; however, the charge accumulation is stronger at
the tips. Accordingly, two intense and four/two weak Ez

lobes are observable, with intensity maxima at the tips. At
the global maximum, dipoles arise on the nanocrescent tips
along the Ē-field direction, which reveals the pure c-C1
resonance on the horizontal singlet convex nanocrescent in
90◦ azimuthal orientation. The Ez field component indicates
two separated lobes on the nanocrescent tips (Fig. 5b, top).

Fig. 5 Rectangular p=300 nm periodic pattern composed of horizontal
singlet convex nanocrescents: a absorptance spectra, b Ez field
component and charge (ChD) distribution in (top) 90◦ and (bottom)
0◦ azimuthal orientation (note that ESM is available in (top) 106◦
and (bottom) 16◦ azimuthal orientation; c dispersion characteristics
computed in (left) 90◦ and (right) 0◦ azimuthal orientation. Inset:
schematic drawing of the unit cell
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The shoulder in C orientation originates from the inter-
action of the c-C2 and c-C1 modes at 90◦ azimuthal angle.
Due to the Ē-field component along the symmetry axis
close to C orientation, the c-U resonance is cross-coupled;
as a result, a maximum rather than a shoulder appears in
106◦ azimuthal orientation in the spectral interval, which
overlaps with the c-U band (Fig. 5a and 5b, top).

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Horizontal Singlet
Convex Nanocrescent in U Orientation

In comparison, on the absorptance of the rectangular pat-
tern composed of a horizontal singlet convex nanocrescent,
a local maximum appearing at the particle plasmon resonance
(530 nm/540 nm) is followed by a global maximum (590
nm/600 nm) in U orientation (0◦)/close to it (16◦); in addi-
tion to this, a shoulder appears at 660 nm in 16◦ azimuthal
orientation (Fig. 5a). The charge distribution is dipolar already
at the local maximum appearing at the particle plasmon res-
onance (c-PPR, not shown). At the global maximum, dipoles
arise on the nanocrescent tips along the Ē-field direc-
tion, which reveals the c-U resonance on the convex singlet
nanocrescent in 0◦ azimuthal orientation. The Ez field com-
ponent indicates two lobes, one localized on the tips and
the other on the larger arch of nanocrescents. Caused by the
rearrangement of the charge distribution with respect to c-
PPR, the Ez field component is less intense on the smaller
arch of the nanocrescent, similarly to the hexagonal pat-
tern. At the shoulder that follows the global maximum in 16◦
azimuthal orientation asymmetrical dipolar charge distribu-
tion develops; moreover, the charge becomes different on
the two tips. The shoulder is resulted from the appearance of
the Ē-field component in 16◦ azimuthal orientation along
the tips, which cross-couples the c-C1 resonance. This is
accompanied by two separated Ez field lobes, one is asym-
metrically arranged on the tips, whereas the other on the
larger arch of the nanocrescent (Fig. 5b, bottom).

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Quadrumer
of Convex Nanocrescents

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Quadrumer
of Convex Nanocrescents in C Orientation

When quadrumers composed four slightly rotated convex
nanocrescents are arranged into a 300-nm rectangular
pattern, on their absorptance a local maximum (550 nm/550
nm) is followed by a shoulder (590 nm/600 nm) and
a global maximum (650 nm/650 nm) appears close to
(90◦)/in C orientation (106◦) (Fig. 6a). Compared to the
rectangular pattern of a singlet nanocrescent, all extrema
except the first are blue shifted caused by their interaction.
The charge distribution is quadrupolar at the local maximum
appearing slightly above the particle plasmon resonance,
which reveals the c-C2 resonance on the nanocrescents

Fig. 6 Rectangular p=300 nm periodic pattern composed of quadrumer
convex nanocrescents: a absorptance spectra, b Ez and charge (ChD)
distribution in (top) 90◦ and (bottom) 0◦ azimuthal orientation (note
that ESM is available in (top) 106◦ and (bottom) 16◦ azimuthal orien-
tation; c dispersion characteristics computed in (left) 90◦ and (right)
0◦ azimuthal orientation. Inset: schematic drawing of the unit cell
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quadrumer in 106◦ azimuthal orientation. Accordingly,
there are four lobes on the Ez distribution. At the shoulder,
the charge distribution exhibits a hexapolar modulation/it
is completely hexapolar in 90◦/106◦ azimuthal orientation.
Despite the Ē-field component appearance along the
symmetry axis of slightly rotated nanocrescents close to C
orientation (90◦), the c-U resonance is not efficiently cross-
coupled, only a preference to quadrupolar charge separation
is noticeable. The charge accumulation is stronger at the
nanocrescent tips. Accordingly, two intense and four weak
lobes appear on the Ez distribution, with intensity maxima
at the nanocrescent tips. At the global maximum, dipoles
arise on the nanocrescent tips along the Ē-field direction,
which reveals the pure c-C1 resonance on the convex
nanocrescents’ quadrumer in 106◦ azimuthal orientation.
The Ez field component indicates two separated lobes on
the nanocrescent tips. Both the charge and the Ez field
distributions prove that the shoulder originates from the
interaction of the c-C2 and c-C1 modes (Fig. 6b, top).

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Quadrumer
of Convex Nanocrescents in U Orientation

In comparison, on the absorptance of the rectangular
pattern composed of four convex nanocrescents, a local
maximum appearing at the particle plasmon resonance (530
nm/530 nm) is followed by a global maximum (600 nm/600
nm) close to (0◦)/in U orientation (16◦); in addition to
this, a shoulder is observable at 650 nm in 0◦ azimuthal
orientation (Fig. 6a). The charge distribution is dipolar
already at the local maximum appearing at the particle
plasmon resonance (c-PPR, not shown). At the global
maximum, dipoles arise on the nanocrescent tips along
the Ē-field direction, which reveals the c-U resonance
on the quadrumer of four convex nanocrescents in 16◦
azimuthal orientation. The Ez field component indicates
two lobes, one asymmetrically/symmetrically arranged on
the nanocrescent tips and the other on their larger arch.

The shoulder after the global maximum in 0◦ azimuthal
orientation originates from the cross-coupling of the c-
C1 mode due to the Ē-field component perpendicularly
to the nanocrescent symmetry axis. Accordingly, the
charge distribution is dipolar with different charges on the
nanocrescent tips, which is accompanied by two separated
Ez lobes (Fig. 6b, bottom).

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Complex Convex
Miniarray

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Complex Convex
Miniarray in C Orientation

When a 300-nm periodic rectangular pattern is composed
of a convex miniarray consisted of a central nanoring
and a quadrumer of nanocrescents, on their absorptance a

shoulder (550 nm/550 nm) is followed by a global (600
nm/600 nm) and a local maximum (650 nm/650 nm) close
to (90◦)/in C orientation (106◦) (Fig. 7a). At the shoulder,
the charge distribution consists of reversed dipoles on

Fig. 7 Rectangular p=300 nm periodic pattern composed of a complex
convex miniarray: a absorptance spectra, b Ez field component and
charge (ChD) distribution in (top) 90◦ and (bottom) 0◦ azimuthal
orientation (note that ESM is available in (top) 106◦ and (bottom) 16◦
azimuthal orientation; c dispersion characteristics computed in (left)
90◦ and (right) 0◦ azimuthal orientation. Inset: schematic drawing of
the unit cell
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the nanoring (r-PPR), whereas it is quadrupolar on the
nanocrescents, which reveals the c-C2 resonance on the
nanocrescents. Accordingly, there are commensurate lobes
on the inner and outer rim of the nanoring, and four lobes
on the nanocrescents on the Ez distribution.

At the global maximum, strong parallel dipoles appear on
the inner and outer rim of the nanoring, whereas the charge
distribution exhibits a slightly/unambiguously hexapolar
modulation on the nanocrescents, which is accompanied
by stronger charge accumulation at the tips. According to
the r-C ring-resonance origin of this maximum, relatively
stronger Ez lobes appear especially on the outer rim of
the nanoring, whereas two intense and four weak Ez

lobes are observable on the nanocrescents, which exhibit
intensity maxima on the tips that are relatively weaker
compared to those on the nanoring. At the local maximum,
no significant charge separation occurs on the nanoring,
whereas strong dipoles arise on the nanocrescent tips along
the Ē-field direction, which reveals the pure c-C1 resonance
on the convex nanocrescent quadrumer in 106◦ azimuthal
orientation. Accordingly, the Ez field component indicates
week lobes on the outer rim of the ring, and two separated
strong lobes on the nanocrescent tips (Fig. 7b, top).

Comparison to the rectangular pattern of a singlet
nanoring and a quadrumer of four nanocrescents proves
that the complex miniarray response originates from the
sum of the c-C2 and c-C1 modes on the quadrumer of
nanocrescents, and from the r-PPR and r-C resonance of
the nanoring, the former (latter) overlaps with the c-PPR
(mixed mode originating from the interacting c-C2 and c-C1
resonances) on the nanocrescents (Fig. 7b, top).

Rectangular 300-nm Periodic Pattern of a Complex Convex
Miniarray in U Orientation

In comparison, on the absorptance of the 300-nm
periodic rectangular pattern composed of a complex convex
miniarray, a shoulder appearing at the particle plasmon
resonance (540 nm/540 nm) is followed by a global
maximum (610 nm/610 nm) close to (0◦)/in U orientation
(16◦) (Fig. 7a). There are parallel/reversed dipoles on the
inner and outer rim of the nanoring, whereas the charge
distribution is quadrupolar/dipolar on the nanocrescents at
the shoulder appearing at the PPR (r-PPR and c-PPR, not
shown in Fig. 7b, bottom). At the global maximum, parallel
dipoles arise on the inner and outer rim of the nanoring,
and dipoles arise on the nanocrescents along the Ē-field
direction, which reveals the r-U and c-U resonance on the
components of the miniarray in 16◦ azimuthal orientation.

The Ez field component indicates relatively stronger
lobes on the outer rim, and two strong lobes appear on
the nanocrescents, one asymmetrically/symmetrically on

the tips and the other on their larger arch. The miniarray
response originates from the sum of the r-PPR and r-U
resonance on the nanoring and of the c-PPR and c-U modes
on the quadrumer of four nanocrescents, which overlap
spectrally in couples (Fig. 7b, bottom).

Rectangular 600-nm Periodic Pattern of a Complex Convex
Miniarray

Rectangular 600-nm Periodic Pattern of a Complex Convex
Miniarray in C Orientation

When two-times larger 600-nm periodic rectangular
pattern is composed of a convex miniarray consisted of the
central nanoring and quadrumer of nanocrescents, on their
absorptance a shoulder (550 nm/550 nm) is followed by a
global maximum (600 nm/600 nm) and by a shoulder/local
maximum (650 nm/650 nm) close to (90◦)/in C orientation
(106◦) (Fig. 8a). The charge distribution exhibits reversed
dipoles on the nanoring (r-PPR), whereas it is quadrupolar
on the nanocrescents at the shoulder, which reveals the c-C2
resonance on the miniarray in 106◦ azimuthal orientation.
Accordingly, there are commensurate lobes on the inner
and outer rim of the nanoring along the Ē-field direction,
and four lobes on the nanocrescents on the Ez distribution.
At the global maximum, strong parallel dipoles appear
on the inner and outer rim of the nanoring along the Ē-
field direction, which reveal the r-C resonance. In contrast,
in the spectral interval of former shoulders, the charge
distribution exhibits a slight/unambiguous mixed mode
related hexapolar modulation on the nanocrescents, which is
accumulated at the tips. According to the ring-origin of this
maximum, relatively stronger Ez lobes appear especially on
the outer rim of the nanoring along the Ē-field direction,
whereas two intense and four weak Ez lobes are observable
on the nanocrescents, which exhibit intensity maxima on the
tips that are relatively weaker than those on the nanoring. At
the shoulder/local maximum negligible charge separation
occurs on the nanoring, whereas strong dipoles arise on the
nanocrescent tips along the Ē-field direction, which reveals
the pure c-C1 resonance on the convex nanocrescents’
quadrumer in the miniarray in 106◦ azimuthal orientation.
Accordingly, the Ez field component indicates significantly
weaker lobes on the outer rim of the ring, and two very
strong lobes on the nanocrescent tips. Similarly to 300-
nm rectangular pattern, on the 600-nm periodic pattern
of the analogue miniarray the optical response originates
again from the sum of the c-C2 and c-C1 modes on the
nanocrescents and from the r-PPR and r-C resonance of
the nanoring, the former (latter) overlaps with the c-PPR
(mixed mode originating from the interacting c-C2 and c-C1
modes) on the quadrumer of nanocrescents (Fig. 8b, top).
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Fig. 8 Rectangular p′=600 nm periodic pattern composed of a
complex convex miniarray: a absorptance spectra, b Ez field
component and charge (ChD) distribution in (top) 90◦ and (bottom)
0◦ azimuthal orientation (note that ESM is available in (top) 106◦
and (bottom) 16◦ azimuthal orientation; c dispersion characteristics
computed in b 90◦ and c 0◦ azimuthal orientation. Inset: schematic
drawing of the unit cell

Rectangular 600-nm Periodic Pattern of Complex Convex
Miniarray in U Orientation

In comparison, on the absorptance of the 600-nm
periodic rectangular pattern composed of a complex convex
miniarray, a shoulder appearing at the particle plasmon
resonance (530 nm/530 nm) is followed by a global
maximum (600 nm/600 nm), moreover a tiny modulation
also appears at larger wavelength (910 nm/910 nm) close to
(0◦)/in U orientation (16◦) (Fig. 8a).

There are parallel/reversed dipoles on the inner and outer
rim of the nanoring, whereas the charge distribution is quadru-
polar/dipolar on the nanocrescents at the shoulder appearing
at the particle plasmon resonance (r-PPR and c-PPR, not
shown in Fig. 8b, bottom). At the global maximum, parallel
dipoles arise on the inner and outer rim of the nanoring, and
dipoles arise on the nanocrescents, all are aligned along the
Ē-field direction, which reveals the r-U and c-U resonance
on the miniarray in 16◦ azimuthal orientation.

The Ez field component indicates relatively stronger
lobes on the outer rim of the nanoring, and two strong lobes
on the nanocrescents, one asymmetrically/symmetrically
arranged on the tips and the other one on their larger
arch. The miniarray response originates again from the
sum of the r-PPR and r-U resonance on the nanoring
and the c-PPR and c-U modes on the nanocrescents in
quadrumer, which overlap spectrally in couples (Fig. 8b,
bottom).

At the tiny modulation related to Rayleigh anomaly, i.e.,
diffractive coupling outside the LSPR, the dipolar charge
accumulation on the outer rim as well as on the nanocrescent
tip is strengthened. Accordingly, there are strong lobes on the
outer rim of the ring and strongly/intermediately asymmet-
rically arranged two lobes on the tips of the nanocrescents
in 0◦/16◦ azimuthal orientation (Fig. 8b, bottom).

Enhancement of Dipolar Emitters via Rectangular
Patterns of Different Nano-objects

When single dipole is deepened into the convex nanoring
that compose a 300-nm rectangular pattern, all radiative
rate enhancement spectra computed close to/in C and U
orientation of quadrumer nanocrescents exhibit a r-PPR
related shoulder (540 nm), and r-C and r-U mode related
global maximum (600 nm and 610 nm), which are red-
shifted by 10 nm with respect to their counterparts on the
absorptance spectra of plane wave illuminated pattern of
nanorings, except the global maximum in U orientation that
is red-shifted by 20 nm (Fig. 9a).

When four dipoles are arrayed in the close proximity
of four slightly rotated nanocrescents that compose a
quadrumer the local maxima revealing the c-C2 and c-C1
resonance close to / in C orientation appear at locations,
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Fig. 9 Radiative rate enhancement spectra of dipolar emitters achievable via 300 nm rectangular patterns consisted of convex a nanorings,
b quadrumer of nanocrescents, c complex miniarray

which are coincident (550 nm) and red-shifted by 10
nm (660 nm) with respect to counterpart extrema on the
absorptance spectra of plane wave illuminated quadrumers,
respectively. An important difference is that a global
maximum appears instead of the shoulder at a 20-nm red-
shifted location (610 nm), which originates from a unique
charge hybridization. Namely, when dipoles oscillate in
close proximity of the nanocrescents, reversed strongly
localized and more extended dipoles are coincident on their
tips (not shown). In U orientation, c-PPR (520 nm) and c-
U resonance (610 nm) related local and global maximum
appears, which is blue- and red- shifted by 10 nm with
respect to counterpart extrema on the absorptance spectra
of the plane wave illuminated analogue pattern, respectively
(Fig. 9b).

In the case of the rectangular pattern composed of
a complex miniarray, the peaks on the enhancement
spectra are added but almost inherit the shape of the
ring and quadrumer spectra, which reveals that a weak
interaction occurs between the constituent convex nano-
objects. Namely, local maxima appear at spectral interval
corresponding to the c-C2 (540 nm) and c-C1 (660 nm)
resonance on the quadrumer, whereas in between them a
large global maximum appears (610 nm) which originates
from the mixed c-C2 and c-C1 modes overlapped with the
r-C resonance on the nanoring. These extrema are shifted by
−10/10/10 nm with respect to counterpart extrema on the
spectra of plane wave illuminated miniarrays, respectively.
In U orientation, the local maximum (530 nm) originates
from the r-PPR and c-PPR, whereas the global maximum is
resulted from the r-U and c-U resonance on the nanorings
and on the quadrumer of nanocrescents (600 nm). The
former is coincident, whereas the latter is blue-shifted by
10 nm with respect to counterpart extrema on plane wave
illuminated miniarrays (Fig. 9c).

Discussion and Conclusion

The hexagonal pattern of nanorings and nanocrescents has
been inspected in 90◦ and 0◦ azimuthal orientations in
order to uncover the characteristic LSPRs supported by
the nano-objects. In the case of rectangular patterns, both
the 90◦/106◦ and 0◦/16◦ azimuthal orientations have been
studied, which are capable of promoting LSPR and grating-
coupling simultaneously/LSPR separately, depending on the
unit cell composition. The common difference between the
near-field and charge distributions is the clockwise rotation
in 106◦ and 16◦ azimuthal orientation with respect to those
observable at 90◦ and 0◦ azimuthal angles.

On the rectangular pattern of singlet convex nanorings,
only the clockwise rotation is observable. On the rectangular
pattern of horizontal singlet convex nanocrescents at
the shoulder, hexapolar charge distribution is observable
in C orientation (90◦ azimuthal angle), whereas the
charge distribution is quadrupolar close to C orientation
(106◦ azimuthal angle). Symmetrical/asymmetrical dipoles
develop in/close to U orientation (0◦/16◦ azimuthal angle)
at the global maximum.

On the rectangular pattern of quadrumers at the shoul-
der close to C orientation (90◦ azimuthal angle), the charge
distribution is more quadrupolar, whereas the charge distri-
bution is purely hexapolar in C orientation (106◦ azimuthal
angle). Close to/in U orientation (0◦/16◦ azimuthal angle),
the dipolar charge distribution is asymmetrical/symmetrical
on each constituent nanocrescents at the global maximum.

The perfect C and U resonance arises in 90◦ (106◦) and
0◦ (16◦) azimuthal orientation on the rectangular pattern
of singlets (quadrumers), which is capable of resulting in
perfect alignment of the local Ē-field perpendicularly and
along the symmetry axes of the horizontal singlet (slightly
rotated quadrumer of) nanocrescents. This explains, why
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more well-defined hexapoles arise at the shoulder in 90◦
(106◦) azimuthal orientation. The well-aligned dipoles
development on the singlet (quadrumer) nanocrescents in 0◦
(16◦) azimuthal orientation can be explained by the matched
orientation of their symmetry axis with the Ē-field direction
as well.

The 300-nm periodic rectangular pattern composed of
a convex miniarray inherits the features of the rectangular
patterns composed of a singlet nanoring and a quadrumer of
nanocrescents. Due to the perfect alignment of the Ē-field
perpendicularly to the symmetry axes of the nanocrescents
in C orientation (106◦ azimuthal angle), the charge and
field distribution is dominant on the nanoring at the global
maximum and on the nanocrescent at the local maximum
complementary. Due to the perfect alignment of the Ē-
field parallel to the symmetry axes of the nanocrescents,
the sub-sets of nanocrescents are almost indistinguishable
in U orientation (16◦ azimuthal angle). In contrast to this,
caused by the non-perfect perpendicularity of the Ē-field
direction to the symmetry axes, the modes on the nano-
objects extraordinarily interact close to C orientation (in
90◦ azimuthal angle), as a consequence, an additional
weak charge and field accumulation are observable on the
nanocrescents at the global maximum and on the nanoring
at the local maximum as well. Caused by the non-perfect
parallelism of the Ē-field direction to the symmetry axes
close to U orientation (0◦ azimuthal angle), the sub-sets of
nanocrescents are distinguishable.

The 600-nm periodic rectangular pattern composed of
a convex miniarray exhibits similar features as the 300-
nm periodic pattern. The differences between the perfect
and non-perfect relative orientations are slightly less well
defined, which can be explained by the smaller surface
fraction of the nano-objects in the unit cell. Additional
phenomenon is that the coincidence of the (almost) perfect
alignment of the Ē-field along the nanocrescents symmetry
axes in (0◦) 16◦ azimuthal orientation and the (satisfaction)
approximation of the first (±1,0) order grating-coupling
condition of photonic modes through k̄p lattice vector
results in Rayleigh anomaly outside the spectral interval of
LSPRs.

The dispersion characteristics have been analyzed in 0◦
and 90◦ azimuthal orientations, since these make it possible
to find bands associated with coupling via grating vectors of
the rectangular lattice. Only coupling via k̄p results in well-
defined bands in the inspected wavelength interval caused
by the small t common side length of the inspected unit
cells.

The common photonic band, which interacts with the
inspected localized modes at large polar angles originates
from (−1, 0) and (−2, 0) order grating-coupling on the
300 nm and 600 nm periodic rectangular patterns in 90◦
azimuthal orientation; however, this causes perturbation

outside the spectral interval of LSPRs at perpendicular
incidence (Fig. 4-8/c, left).

The dispersion characteristics of the hexagonal and
rectangular pattern of convex nanorings do not possess
azimuthal orientation dependence. A well-defined and tilt-
ing independent flat band is identifiable, which corresponds
to the identical r-C and r-U localized plasmon resonance
on the nanorings both in 90◦ and 0◦ azimuthal orientations
(Fig. 3d, Fig. 4c).

The dispersion characteristics of the hexagonal pattern
of horizontal convex nanocrescents, 300-nm periodic rect-
angular pattern of horizontal singlet convex nanocrescents,
and quadrumer of slightly rotated convex nanocrescents,
as well as the 300 nm and 600 nm rectangular pattern
of the complex miniarray exhibit a well-defined azimuthal
orientation dependence (Fig. 3e, Fig. 5-8/c).

In 90◦ azimuthal orientation of the hexagonal pattern as
well as of the rectangular pattern a singlet and a quadrumer
of nanocrescents, a tilting-independent weak flat band
originating from the overlapping c-PPR and c-C2 and a
strong flat band originating from the c-C1 LSPR appears,
whereas the c-C2 and c-C1 modes interaction results in a
ghost flat band in between them (Fig. 3e, Figs. 5–6/c left).
This interaction-related band is less well defined in case of
a horizontal singlet nanocrescent in a rectangular pattern
(Fig. 5c left).

The dispersion characteristics of the 300-nm and 600-
nm periodic rectangular patterns of miniarrays are more
complex (Fig. 7-8/c left). Similarly to the constituent nano-
objects, in 90◦ azimuthal orientation of the 300-nm and 600-
nm periodic rectangular patterns of the miniarray, tilting-
independent weak flat bands originate from the overlapping
r-PPR, c-PPR, and c-C2 as well as from the c-C1 LSPR
on the nanocrescents, whereas the c-C2 and c-C1 modes
interaction results in a flat band, which overlaps with the
tilting and azimuthal orientation independent strong band
originating from the r-C localized plasmon resonance on the
nanoring.

In 0◦ azimuthal orientation of the hexagonal pattern
of horizontal convex nanocrescents, rectangular pattern
of a horizontal singlet nanocrescent and a quadrumer
of nanocrescents (as well as on the 300-nm and 600-
nm periodic pattern of the complex miniarray) the weak
flat band originating from the c-PPR (as well as r-PPR)
is separated from the tilting independent strong band
originating from the c-U (as well as r-U) LSPR (Fig. 3e,
Fig. 5-8/c right). In addition to this, on the dispersion
map of the 600-nm complex pattern, the Rayleigh anomaly
related photonic band also appears outside the spectral
interval of LSPRs, due to the more/less efficient scattering
of photonic modes in (±1, 0) order on the constituent nano-
objects along the k̄p vector corresponding to their periodic
rectangular pattern in 0◦/16◦ azimuthal orientation.
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Our present study proves that significant enhancement
of dipolar emitters is achievable in spectral intervals of
plasmonic resonances on complex convex patterns that are
tunable by the integrated lithography.
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